Photocatalysis of bisphenol A by an easy-settling titania/titanate composite: Effects of water chemistry factors, degradation pathway and theoretical calculation.
Bisphenol A (BPA) is a widely concerned endocrine disrupting chemical and hard to be removed through conventional wastewater treatment processes. In this study, we developed a TiO2 decorated titanate nanotubes composite (TiO2/TNTs) and used for photocatalytic degradation of BPA. TEM and XRD analysis show that the TiO2/TNTs is a nano-composite of anatase and titanate, with anatase acting as the primary photocatalytic site and titanate as the skeleton. TiO2/TNTs exhibited excellent photocatalytic reactivity and its easy-settling property leaded to good reusability. After 5 reuse cycles, TiO2/TNTs also could photo-degrade 91.2% of BPA with a high rate constant (k1) of 0.039 min-1, which was much better than TiO2 and TNTs. Higher pH facilitated photocatalysis due to more reactive oxygen species produced and less material aggregation. The presence of NaCl and CaCl2 showed negligible effects on BPA degradation, but NaHCO3 caused an inhibition effect resulting from consumption of ·OH. Humic acid inhibited degradation mainly due to blockage of the active sites of TiO2/TNTs. Degradation pathway was well interpreted through theoretical calculation. Hydroxyl radical played the dominate role in BPA photodegradation, and the atoms of BPA with high Fukui index based on density-functional theory (DFT) calculation are the radical easy-attacking (f0) sites. Considering the good photocatalytic reactivity, reusability, stability and settle property, TiO2/TNTs promises to be an efficient alternative for removal of organic compounds from wastewaters.